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i have been a paid subscriber to malwarebytes since 2009 and have never had a problem with their software. it's been a pleasure to use the software and i would not want to go back to any other anti-virus software. i would also not recommend any other software company to use malwarebytes as their base for testing their products. if malwarebytes were to become defunct, i would not be interested in using the software for any other reason than it is the most effective and most reliably working anti-virus and anti-spyware software i have ever come across. if this were to happen, i would also not want any other software company to pick up the slack and keep malwarebytes alive. i have been using their software for years and have never had a problem with it, and have never had to call for help. the
functionality is excellent. it does what it is designed to do. it is fast, reliable, and effective. the interface is clean and uncluttered. i would recommend malwarebytes to anyone looking for an effective anti-virus and anti-spyware solution. there is a lot of software on the market, but malwarebytes is the only one that has held up well over the years and continues to improve. as of today, 08mar2017, malwarebytes pro (version mb3-setup-consumer-3.0.6) is still a resource hog, causing random windows 10 blue screens forced restarts freezing slow performance. upon arduous pc restart, it is a crapshoot whether mbam will load completely, or load partially (real-time scanning disabled or anti-ransomware disabled or anti-exploit disabled, etc). the malwarebytes pro 3.06 issue does not appear to be resulting

from a conflict with any particular anti-virus software brand or version; since the issue is reported among various anti-virus software users (kaspersky, mcafee, eset, avira, etc). ive been using malwarebytes software since the beginning, and now experiencing major pc performance issues since malwarebytes merged anti-malware, anti-exploit, and added anti-ransomware. my system is running windows 10 home, version 10.14393 build 14393, 64 bit, 32 gigs ram. yesterday, i was unable to complete installation of the latest version malwarebytes 3.6.1469-1075. the failed update trashed my earlier version. so, i had no choice but to uninstall malwarebytes 3.6 entirely. very disappointing.
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ive been using malwarebytes premium version for many eons and i must admit that my current version 3.0.6.1469 has got to be the worst. i constantly get the web not protected warning and after turning it on i get nothing more than the words, starting. also my cursor freezes, no other programs open, and finally a black
screen. ive complained several times and received instructions with links on doing a clean uninstall and reinstall/reactivation. now after every bootup i get the warning that my web protection is off & to turn it on. it now does turn on, but the freezing part is still there and i cant open any other programs. i believe the problem
may lie in the fact that malwarebytes claim they have antivirus protection, which i believe is in conflict with my paid version of kasperskys. other forums complain and they are using mcafee, and microsoft defender. im switching back to using version 2 im still having freeze ups on my main computer. my other computers do
not seem to be having issues. i am a malwarebytes subscriber (and it just renewed automatically). im still running version 3.0.6.1469, which to my knowledge is the latest version. the exact problem im having has to do with malwarebytes and firefox. when i leave firefox open, after a while (usually overnight or while im at

work) my computer freezes up and the only thing i can do is shut down via the power button. if i close firefox or do not use it, i dont seem to run into any issues. im thinking of cancelling malwarebytes and looking for other protection, but i may just turn it off until either malwarebytes or firefox come out with an update that
alleviates this issue. i used the various malwarebytes products for many years, but now im having second thoughts as this last time i ended up with corrupt files, probably because i was forced to perform an improper shut down. needless to say im angry. 5ec8ef588b
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